It’s a Wonderful Life: A Live Radio Play Cast List
Thank you all to who audition for It’s a Wonderful Life: A Live Radio Play. I appreciate
and admire all of the hard work you all put in preparing for your auditions- you
made my job quite tricky! If you did not get cast please do not let it discourage you, I
am looking for actors who are the best fit for the character and each play has a
specific set of characters it requires. Keep in mind that our upcoming shows this
year are very different from this show, and will have different needs. Remember
that Turpin Theatre is place to grow as a whole theatre artist so we strongly
encourage you to join a technical crew; it is the mission of the staff to ensure that
the line between cast and crew becomes thinner with every show until it disappears
altogether- we are one whole department.
All cast, crew, and production team members are asked to attend the first read on
Tuesday October 2nd from 3:00-5:00 pm in the auditorium. Please bring a binder,
highlighter, pencil, and water. It is critical for everyone who works on this show to
understand it so we can best serve the story.
Please email Ms. Kean (LaurenKean@foresthills.edu) to accept or turn down your
role.
Cast List:
Stage Manager- Maddie Rappaport
Freddie Filmore/Announcer- Taylor Hannum
Mary Hatch- Caroline Reckers
Rose Bailey and Janie Bailey- Sami Beinke
Violet Bick, Woman -Caden Fahrnbach
Zuzu Bailey, Sadie Vance, Mrs. Hatch, and Schultz- Sara Detwiler
Ruth Dakin Bailey, Matilda, Mrs. Thompson- Olivia Palermo
George Bailey- Tommy Sanders
Billy Bailey, Old Man Collins, Charlie, and Mr. Welch- Max Ehemann
Harry Bailey, Tommy Bailey, Bridgekeeper, and Horace- Wyatt Klug
Henry Potter, Gower, Binky- Steven Kruis
Clarence- Coleman Hines
Joseph, Peter Bailey, Pete Bailey, and Sheriff- Micah Day
Dr. Campbell, Ernie, Martini, and Cop- Michael Palermo
Sam Wainwright, Bert, Ed, and Nick- Patrick A’Hearn

